Thank you for making plans to visit SITE Santa Fe!
We look forward to welcoming you soon.

Please read the following Code of Conduct for visitors based on new policies created to ensure the safety of all of our visitors and staff.

**CODE OF CONDUCT FOR VISITORS**

**14-Day Quarantine Rule**
- The State requires anyone who has travelled outside of New Mexico to quarantine for 14 days before going out in public. By entering our space, you agree that you have not travelled outside of New Mexico in the last 14 days.

**Check Yourself**
- Be certain that you are currently not exhibiting symptoms consistent with COVID-19. If you become ill after making this reservation prior to your visit, please contact us to cancel and reschedule.

**Masks Required**
- Following the State mandated rules, all staff and visitors must wear masks covering the nose and mouth while at SITE Santa Fe.

**Mind the Signs: Keep a Safe Social Distance**
- You will notice new signage at SITE to ensure successful social distancing, including notices of gallery capacity limits in some spaces and a designated one-way route through the exhibition. We ask that you kindly follow the prescribed path and respect all in-gallery signage.

**Be Kind**
- Please be kind to our staff and each other. Respect the directions of the staff. We are here to ensure your safety.

Thank You!